Bright IDEAs from Da-Lite

The IDEA™ Screen is the best solution for interactivity on the market. Featuring improved surface uniformity and rigidity, all IDEA Screens are magnetic and can be used with an interactive ultra short throw projector as a touch screen or as a whiteboard with dry-erase markers. Available in sizes up to 60” high, IDEA Screens are erasable and display a clear, vibrant image. That’s a good IDEA.

**IDEA Screen**
- Superior projection quality surface with dry erase marker board and magnetic functionality
- Reflective surface without hot spots when paired with an ultra short throw projector
- 16:9 Format: 94", 102", 108" and 121" diagonals
- 16:10 Format: 87", 94", 100" and 112" diagonals

**IDEA Panoramic**
- Three panel design to cover large walls
- Center panel formatted for projection (16:9 or 16:10 ratios) with side panels for collaborative writing space
- 12’, 14’ and 16’ standard widths in 46”, 50”, 53” and 60” heights

**IDEA Whiteboard Mount**
- Installs directly to the wall over pre-existing chalkboards or whiteboards without causing damage
- Quick installation with lateral shift and height adjustment